
App Guide
Your free guide to the fast-tapping Alpine adventure game that transforms 
traditional math drills into a mountain of fun. Please feel free to download 

additional copies to share anytime at www.spinlight.com.

www.spinlight.com



Features:
• All the addition/subtraction binomial equations for numbers 1-20.
• All the multiplication/division binomial equations for numbers 1-12.
• Five operator-based game modes (+,-,x,÷ and +/-/x/÷).
• Addictive play action that makes learning fun.
• High-score charts that track the best 15 games on all five modes.
• Universal app with full retina support for iPad and iPhone 5.

Game Description: 
YodelOh™ Math Mountain is a simple math drill exercise cleverly 
disguised as an addictive carnival game. To win, players must 
correctly solve as many problems as possible before Hans the 
Hiker takes a header off the cliff. Take too long to answer a 
problem — or get it wrong, and Hans takes one step up the hill. 
Score a Backward Bonus and he takes a step back. It’s all part of 
the fun in the fast-tapping Alpine adventure game that includes 
more than 1,300 problems, one stylin’ hiker and a herd of cheesed 
off sheep.

Educational Objective: 
To help elementary students memorize the basic addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division tables essential for math.
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What you’ll love:
Fun Game Action:  YodelOh™ Math Mountain replaces boring flashcards with fast-paced 
game action that encourages students to learn their math tables in a whole new way.

Graduated Difficulty: As players score points, the questions get harder, challenging 
students at every level. This unique mechanism makes it possible for beginners to play 
while continually challenging them to go further in the game.

Player Recognition: YodelOh™ Math Mountain tracks the 15 highest scores in each 
operator mode, making it an excellent motivational tool for the classroom. Additionally, 
the top player in each operator is displayed on the main menu, providing the ultimate 
incentive for goal-focused learners.

Developmental Skill Building: In YodelOh™ Math Mountain, players must successfully 
track multiple objects, prioritize visual information and make fast decisions, helping 
students improve their developmental skills while they master their math.

Carnie Charm: With it’s original carnival soundtrack — complete with authentic yodeling, 
YodelOh™ Math Mountain captures  all the fun and flavor of the traditional fairway games 
that have been a staple of summer carnivals for countless generations.

Game Levels
YodelOh™ Math Mountain follows a simple accelerated game model, with players 
receiving harder questions and less time to solve them as the game progresses.
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BASIC GAMEPLAY

BACKWARDS BONUS: 
Tap to move Hans back down 
the hill.

EQUATIONS: 
This is the problem you’re trying 
to solve.

OBSTACLES: 
Avoid hitting wrong answers 
and Swiss maidens.

TARGETS: 
Tap the correct answer and 
score 10 points.

BONUS TRACKER: 
20 hits with no mistakes 
triggers Backward Bonus.

HIGH SCORE MARKER: 
Appears each time you beat your 
highest score.

CUCKOO CLOCK: 
Track your score here.

RAM BONUS: 
Tap for a fun multiplier bonus.

SHEEP: 
Tap sheep to stop their advance 
and pick up points.
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